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Abstract
Countless studies have reported that individuals detect threatening/angry faces faster than happy/neutral faces. Two classic views
have been used to explain this phenomenon—that negative valence drives the effect, or conversely, that low-level perceptual
characteristics of the stimuli are responsible for their rapid detection. In the current review, I question whether dichotomous
perspectives are the most parsimonious way to explain a large and inconsistent literature. Further, I argue that nondichotomous,
multicomponent accounts for the detection of emotionally valenced stimuli might help take us beyond traditional approaches to
visual detection research, and I suggest various ways in which future research can use these newer approaches to more effectively
elucidate the mechanisms underlying the rapid detection of emotionally valenced stimuli.
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Introduction
The detection of emotionally valenced stimuli has been a widely
studied topic among researchers for decades. More specifically,
countless researchers who study adults’ detection of various
emotional stimuli have reported that threatening or angry facial
expressions are detected more quickly than happy or neutral
expressions (e.g., Calvo, Avero, & Lundqvist, 2006; Eastwood,
Smilek, & Merikle, 2001; Esteves, 1999; Fox et al., 2000;
Hansen & Hansen, 1988; LoBue, 2009; Lundqvist & Öhman,
2005; Öhman, Lundqvist, & Esteves, 2001; Schubo, Gendolla,
Meinecke, & Abele, 2006; Tipples, Atkinson, & Young, 2002;
Williams, Moss, Bradshaw, & Mattingley, 2005). In basic visual
detection paradigms, participants are presented with photographs
or schematic drawings of various facial expressions in an array,
and participants respond by indicating whether all of the photographs are from one category or whether a single discrepant face
is present. The majority of findings in this area report that adults
detect discrepant angry or negative facial expressions more
quickly than discrepant happy or neutral expressions.
This effect—which has been given many names in the emotion literature including the “Face in the Crowd” and Anger
Superiority Effect (ASE)—has been widely replicated using
various stimuli, different paradigms, and in various age groups,

including infants and preschool children (LoBue, 2009; LoBue
& DeLoache, 2011). However, despite countless studies reporting similar findings, the phenomenon is not free from controversy. The original research in this area stemmed from the
hypothesis that the ability to quickly and efficiently direct attention to dangerous threats in the environment is adaptive, and
such a predisposition might have evolutionary origins (e.g.,
Hansen & Hansen, 1988). Following this logic, stimuli that
have a negative valence should be detected quickly, or even
automatically in visual attention (e.g., Calvo & Esteves, 2005;
Eastwood et al., 2001; Eastwood, Smilek, & Merikle, 2003;
Lundqvist & Öhman, 2005; Öhman, Lundqvist, & Esteves,
2001). However, other researchers have shown that low-level
perceptual characteristics of threatening faces—and not their
negative valance—drive these findings, and when such characteristics are controlled for, the effect disappears (e.g., S. I.
Becker, Horstmann, & Remington, 2011; Horstmann, 2009;
Horstmann, Borgstedt, & Heumann, 2006; LoBue, 2013;
LoBue, Rakison, & DeLoache, 2010). Researchers purporting
the low-level features hypothesis often criticize the phenomenon since simple geometric shapes that happen to be common in
angry faces can account for the effects.
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These opposing views have led to a dichotomy that has
shaped the way many researchers have framed their empirical
questions regarding the detection of emotional facial expressions. Several recent literature reviews have highlighted the
controversies surrounding research in this general area (D. V.
Becker, Anderson, Mortensen, Neufeld, & Neel, 2011; Frischen,
Eastwood, & Smilek, 2008; LoBue & Rakison, 2013); I will not
attempt to rereview the entire literature here, as these recent
reviews are well written and quite thorough. Instead, my goal is
to question whether the dichotomy often used to interpret studies on the detection of emotionally valenced stimuli (e.g., negative valence hypothesis vs. low-level features hypothesis) is
always appropriate. First, I will very briefly review the literature
on the visual detection of negative/threatening facial expressions, and its consistencies and inconsistencies. Next, I will
argue that although a dichotomous approach to the interpretation of these data has had several positive effects on research in
this area, it may also limit the scope of future work. Finally, I
will propose a multi-component approach to the detection of
emotionally valenced stimuli, in which multiple factors contribute simultaneously to rapid detection, and I will discuss how
such an account might help take us beyond traditional
approaches to research on the detection of emotional stimuli.

Negative Valence or Low-Level Features?
Emotional facial expressions are important sources of information. While a happy face might tell you that a friendly interaction is likely to follow, a looming angry face suggests the
potential for a threatening encounter (Hansen & Hansen, 1988;
Öhman & Dimberg, 1978; Öhman et al., 2001; Öhman &
Mineka, 2001). Hansen and Hansen (1988) used this logic to
propose the “face in the crowd hypothesis,” suggesting that
humans who recognized and detected threatening or angry
facial expressions exceptionally quickly would have been more
likely to survive to reproduce, and over the course human development, the visual system may have evolved to very efficiently
detect signals of threat, such as angry faces. Using a standard
visual detection paradigm such as the one described above,
Hansen and Hansen found evidence to support their hypothesis,
demonstrating that adults detect an angry face in a crowd of
happy faces more quickly than a happy face in a crowd of angry
faces. Although Hansen and Hansen’s (1988) methodology has
been criticized for potential confounds, many researchers have
replicated these results under more controlled parameters (e.g.,
Calvo & Esteves, 2005; Eastwood et al., 2001, 2003; Lundqvist
& Öhman, 2005; Öhman, Lundqvist, et al., 2001).
According to Hansen and Hansen’s (1988) original hypothesis, threatening or negative valence is what drives the rapid
detection of angry faces, and one potential mechanism to
account for the effect is a fear module that automatically detects
signals of threat in the environment (Öhman & Mineka, 2001).
In support of this view, several researchers have produced evidence that threat-relevance is indeed the effective stimulus driving the rapid detection of angry faces. For example, many
studies have shown that other categories of threat-relevant stimuli such as snakes and spiders are also identified very quickly in
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visual detection tasks (Flykt, 2005, 2006; Hayakawa, Kawai, &
Masataka, 2011; Lipp, 2006; Lipp & Derakshan, 2005; Lipp,
Derakshan, Waters, & Logies, 2004; Lipp & Waters, 2007;
LoBue, 2010; LoBue & DeLoache, 2008, 2011; Masataka &
Shibasaki, 2012; Öhman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001; Purkis &
Lipp, 2007; Soares, Esteves, Lundqvist, & Öhman, 2012;
Tipples, Young, Quinlan, Broks, & Ellis, 2002). Further, there is
evidence that perceived threat relevance is related to speed of
detection; in other words, the more aversive or negatively participants judge threatening stimuli, the more quickly they detect
them (Beaver, Mogg, & Bradley, 2005; Lundqvist & Öhman,
2005). Finally, researchers have shown that the context of facial
stimuli matters for rapid detection: There is no search advantage
for threatening faces when simple characteristics of the faces
are scrambled, or when they are presented in a non-face-like
context (Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Schubo et al., 2006;
Tipples, Atkinson, et al., 2002). Further, a few studies have suggested that the advantage for angry faces is only evident when
faces are presented upright; when faces are inverted (which generally impairs face processing) the effect disappears (Eastwood
et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2000).
Despite evidence that valence or threat relevance drives the
rapid detection of angry faces, other researchers have reported
findings that tell a completely different story; their data instead
suggest that low-level perceptual characteristics that are highly
represented in angry faces are what drive their rapid detection
(S. I. Becker et al., 2011; Horstmann, 2009; Horstmann,
Borgstedt, et al., 2006; LoBue, 2013; LoBue et al., 2010). For
example, specific geometric shapes, such as the V-shaped brow
characteristic of angry faces are sufficient in eliciting rapid
detection (Larson, Aronoff, & Stearns, 2007; LoBue & Larson,
2010), and presenting faces without the V-shape brow often
eliminates the effect (see S. I. Becker et al., 2011). Further, contrary to the results presented before, other researchers have
reported that presenting participants with specific characteristics of angry faces in non-face-like configurations maintains the
advantage (Coelho, Cloete, & Wallis, 2011; Horstmann,
Borgstedt, et al., 2006), while manipulating these important
characteristics eliminates it (S. I. Becker et al., 2011). Based on
these data, researchers supporting the low-level features hypothesis argue that rapid detection of angry faces has nothing to do
with threat relevance per se, and instead, that low-level perceptual characteristics common to these facial expressions drive the
results of these studies.
In summary, there is little agreement about the origins of the
rapid detection of threatening facial expressions, and researchers generally fall on one of two sides of the argument. On one
side are proponents of the negative valence hypothesis, who
argue that it is the threatening valence of an angry face that
drives their rapid detection. On the other side are proponents of
the low-level features hypothesis who argue that simple perceptual characteristics of angry faces can account for the effect.

Parallel or Serial Search?
The issue of negative valence versus low-level features remains
controversial in the literature, and as the brief previous review
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suggests, data supporting each side of the dichotomy are mixed.
To further complicate matters, there is a second contentious
issue wrapped within the negative valence versus low-level features controversy that also receives attention in the literature.
More specifically, some researchers assert that the processing of
angry faces (or threat-relevant stimuli in general) occurs automatically, or via parallel search. This is generally contrasted
with serial search, or search that is guided by focused attention.
In order to test whether detection of threatening stimuli evokes
automatic processes, detection of threatening targets should not
be affected by variations in the number of distracters present in
an array (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). In other words, if search
occurs automatically or in parallel, speed of detection should
remain constant (or have a very shallow slope) when the number of distracters increases from three (as in 2 × 2 matrices) to
eight (as in 3 × 3 matrices).
Accordingly, matrix size is often varied in experimental
designs so that researchers can examine whether there is an
advantage for threat-relevant stimuli in general, and further,
whether there is evidence for automatic processing of threat
stimuli. Several researchers have indeed reported that when participants are asked to detect targets in both 2 × 2 and 3 × 3
matrices, performance does not vary as a function of the number
of distracters (three or eight) when the targets are threat-relevant
(angry faces, snakes, spiders). However, when the targets are
nonthreatening (e.g., happy or neutral faces, flowers, mushrooms), participants are significantly slower when more distracters are present in a matrix (Eastwood & Smilek, 2005; Fox
et al., 2000; Öhman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001).
Despite studies reporting an effect of set size on the detection
of angry faces, other researchers have criticized these findings
for a number of reasons. Some have argued that the detection
latencies in these studies are too slow (slopes > 10 ms) to represent parallel search (D. V. Becker et al., 2011; Horstmann &
Bauland, 2006; Treisman & Gelade, 1980). Others have presented evidence against automatic search by failing to demonstrate that threat-relevant stimuli are unaffected by the number
of distracters present in an array (for a review, see D. V. Becker
et al., 2011; Horstmann & Bauland, 2006). Some have reported
an advantage for negatively valenced stimuli in visual detection
tasks, but suggest that this advantage does not necessarily constitute automatic processing (e.g., Horstmann, 2009). Most
importantly, in an analysis of 2,500 visual detection experiments, Wolfe (1998) reported that visual search cannot be
accounted for by either serial or parallel processes alone, and
that search slopes across studies vary systematically based on a
variety of factors.

Issues with Dichotomies
Dichotomies in the interpretation of research on the detection of
emotionally valenced stimuli such as the ones discussed here
have split researchers. Proponents of the negative valence
hypothesis generally support the idea that the threatening message portrayed by angry faces is the effective stimulus in driving their detection (e.g., Öhman, Lundqvist, et al., 2001).

Proponents of the low-level features hypothesis suggest that
particular characteristics of angry faces are the effective stimulus in their rapid detection, and some researchers even suggest
that when the experimental stimuli are very tightly controlled
there is evidence of a happy superiority effect instead of an
angry superiority effect (e.g., D. V. Becker et al., 2011).
This controversy has had several consequences for how
research on the detection of emotional facial expressions is conducted. One positive result of this debate is that researchers
have worked hard to rigorously address several of the methodological issues that might have led to inconsistent findings. For
example, Purcell, Stewart, and Skov (1996) identified an important confound in Hansen and Hansen’s (1988) original study and
many studies that followed, in which a dark spot appeared at the
base of the angry face stimuli and may have been responsible
for driving some of the reported results. Two recent articles
have even outlined specific experimental guidelines for determining whether an advantage for angry faces is present, and
whether researchers can determine if angry faces are detected
automatically. These criteria include varying the set size of the
displays, controlling for all possible low-level perceptual characteristics of the stimuli, and using distracter stimuli that contain some variability but remain constant across target conditions
(D. V. Becker et al., 2011; Frischen et al., 2008).
Although these dichotomous perspectives have enriched the
field in many other ways as well—by inspiring new and innovative studies, by pushing the field to pay careful attention to
experimental control and thus, by encouraging researchers to
make very careful conclusions based on their experimental
designs—these dichotomies also have several limitations. First,
dichotomous perspectives often fail to explain the large body of
work on the detection of emotional facial expressions and the
seemingly contradictory findings that continue to plague the
field. As discussed before, while some researchers find no
search advantage for angry faces when their characteristics are
presented outside of the context of a face (Eastwood et al.,
2001; Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Fox et al., 2000; Schubo et al.,
2006; Tipples, Atkinson, et al., 2002), others report exactly the
opposite (S. I. Becker et al., 2011; Coelho et al., 2011;
Horstmann, Borgstedt, et al., 2006).
Further, specific recommendations or guidelines about strict
control of the perceptual characteristics of face stimuli have led
to the common use of schematic instead of realistic facial
expressions in visual detection studies to control for any potential confounding factors like the dark spots in Hansen and
Hansen’s (1988) real-face stimuli. However, Horstmann and
Bauland (2006) recently challenged the ecological validity of
using schematic faces in studies examining the detection of
angry faces. Ultimately, the problem with tight control of facial
stimuli is the fact that facial expressions are naturally confounded with their perceptual characteristics. Indeed, Ekman
and colleagues have established a long line of seminal work
identifying the stereotypical characteristics of various emotional facial expressions, and have even developed a validated
system for coding for them (Ekman & Friesen, 1976). The very
premise of the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is the
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notion that faces can be reliably defined by their characteristics.
In fact, in research where the V-shaped brow is removed from
angry faces, the faces no longer look unambiguously angry and
participants often identify them as sad (e.g., Fox, Russo, Bowles,
& Dutton, 2001). Thus, while it is possible to generate faces that
are generally positive or negatively valenced while controlling
for specific perceptual characteristics, it is nearly impossible to
separate discrete emotional expressions (e.g., angry, fearful,
sad) from their characteristics without sacrificing ecological
validity in some way. Indeed, if a defining characteristic of an
angry face is the shape of its brow, how can we study the detection of angry faces in an ecologically meaningful way by removing this important attribute?

Multicomponent Approaches
Not all researchers sit neatly on one side of the negative valence
versus low-level features argument. Recently, a handful of
investigators have proposed alternative, multicomponent
approaches to explain the seemingly disparate results that continue to appear in the visual detection literature. Horstman and
Bauland (2006), for example, propose a sensory bias perspective, in which facial signals evolved to exploit the visual system’s tendency to quickly respond to certain types of perceptual
stimuli. According to this view, the possibility that perceptual
characteristics contribute to a general search advantage for
threat is not at all in conflict with the idea that threatening or
negative valence in facial expressions can be detected very rapidly. Further, this view purports that the advantage for threat
need not necessarily be automatic to be evolved. In fact, they
present evidence against automatic search for angry faces, arguing that, a general search advantage for negative over neutral or
positive stimuli is sufficient in supporting its main tenants.
Frischen et al. (2008) have also come to the conclusion that
a multicomponent perspective should be applied to research on
the detection of emotional facial expressions. First, they suggest
that it is nearly impossible to distinguish between whether automatic or controlled processes are responsible for the detection
of threatening faces (the same conclusion reached by Wolfe,
1998), and that visual detection usually recruits both top-down
and bottom-up processes. Further, unlike the sensory bias perspective, Frischen et al. (2008) argue that abstract representations like negative or threatening facial expressions can indeed
guide preattentive search and that evidence to support automatic
processing can be elicited under very carefully controlled
experimental conditions. Thus, according to this view, the
detection of emotional stimuli is driven by both featural parts of
the stimuli as well as the valence of the stimulus as a whole. In
other words, individual perceptual characteristics of emotional
facial expressions can drive an advantage in visual detection,
and so can their valence. Further, even the emotional state of the
participant can affect visual detection for emotional expressions, as evidenced by countless studies showing a clear relationship between attentional biases for angry faces and clinical
anxiety (see Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin, BakersmanKranenburg, & van Ijzendoorn, 2007, for a review).
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Similarly, in the perceptual bias perspective, LoBue and colleagues (LoBue, 2013; LoBue & Rakison, 2013; LoBue et al.,
2010) argue that low-level perceptual characteristics guide visual biases for threatening stimuli early in development, but these
initial biases can be heightened or dampened by experience and
learning. This account is ambivalent about the origins of such
biases (i.e., whether they were driven by evolutionary pressures
or whether they are just an artifact of the human visual system),
and whether emotional stimuli can be detected automatically.
Instead, the perceptual bias account stresses the role of development in shaping perceptual biases over time, suggesting that a
bias for some of the low-level characteristics of threatening stimuli is evident early in development, but that this bias is then
likely to be augmented by knowledge, experience, emotional
traits (e.g., temperament), and emotional state of the individual.
Evidence for the perceptual bias perspective comes from
developmental work demonstrating that 9 to 12-month-old
infants show a detection advantage for threat-relevant stimuli
such as snakes and angry faces in the absence of any explicit
knowledge of the stimuli’s valence (LoBue & Deloache, 2009).
Further, research has shown that adults can learn to detect
threatening stimuli particularly quickly through negative experience (Cave & Batty, 2006). For example, when conditioned to
associate a loud noise with pictures of neutral faces, participants
detected those neutral faces significantly faster than before conditioning (Milders, Sahraie, Logan, & Donnellon, 2006).
Similarly, learning to associate a particular stimulus with a
reward leads to a sustained attentional bias for that stimulus
(e.g., Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis, 2011; Anderson & Yantis,
2013). Together, this work shows that attentional biases can be
learned through both positive and negative experience, and may
not necessarily be unique to evolutionary threats like angry
faces. Research on the detection of modern threats also supports
this notion: Several studies have reported that humans quickly
detect both evolutionary (e.g., snakes, spiders) and modern
threats (e.g., guns, knives) more quickly than neutral stimuli
(Blanchette, 2006; Brosch & Sharma, 2005).
While these newer multicomponent accounts differ on the
origins of visual biases for the detection of emotionally valenced
stimuli and on whether such stimuli can be processed automatically, they all suggest that various factors—including both negative valence and low-level perceptual characteristics—can all
account for the rapid detection of threatening or negative facial
expressions. Further, it is possible that multiple characteristics
of emotionally valenced stimuli interact to play an additive role
in facilitating visual detection. As mentioned above, the
V-shaped brow (characteristic of angry faces) is a low-level perceptual characteristic that leads to an advantage in visual detection. Further, despite the controversy surrounding whether there
is an advantage for the detection of angry faces in particular,
there is wider agreement that stimuli that are negatively valenced
in general are detected more quickly than stimuli that are neutral
or positively valenced. The combination of having both the
V-shaped perceptual characteristic that is so easy to detect and a
negative valence might enhance the ease of detection more than
the perceptual characteristic or negative valence alone. Thus, if
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multiple factors lead to an advantage in detection, when presented together, these factors might combine to create a greater
advantage than that produced by one single factor.
Recent research has provided support for this perspective,
and has suggested that multiple factors can indeed lead to rapid
detection in visual detection tasks. In one recent study, researchers attempted to examine the unique and potentially interacting
roles of low-level perceptual characteristics, cognitive factors,
and emotional state on rapid visual detection of threat (LoBue,
2014). Across studies, adult participants were asked to detect
low-level perceptual characteristics of a commonly studied
threat-relevant stimulus—snakes. In Experiment 1, participants
were asked to detect simple curvilinear (snake-like) versus
equally simple rectilinear shapes in a visual detection task in the
absence of any threat-relevant cues. In Experiment 2, the same
procedure was used, except that threat-relevant or non-threatrelevant labels—calling the simple shapes “snakes” or “caterpillars”—were applied to the curvilinear and rectilinear stimuli
in order to examine the added role of cognition (or knowing the
identity of a stimulus) in detection. Finally in Experiment 3, a
fearful or neutral emotional induction was administered before
participants completed the visual detection task with curvilinear
and rectilinear targets to examine the added role that an individual’s emotional state might play in rapid detection. Across all
three studies, adults detected simple curvilinear shapes more
quickly than simple rectilinear shapes in the absence of any
threat-relevant cues, suggesting a perceptual bias for curvilinearity. Further, threat-relevant labels and a fearful emotional
induction facilitated detection even further, potentially playing
an additive role in rapid detection.
Another recent study using eye-tracking technology further
supports this perspective, demonstrating that the advantage for
threat-relevant stimuli in visual detection tasks cannot be
accounted for by either bottom-up or top-down processing biases
alone. In the study, researchers replicated a classic threatdetection paradigm (Öhman, Flykt, et al., 2001) with threat-relevant (snakes and spiders) versus non-threat-relevant (flowers
and mushrooms) stimuli using an eye-tracker. The results replicated previous work, demonstrating that adults detected discrepant snakes and spiders more quickly than discrepant flowers and
mushrooms. Most importantly, the fixation data suggested that a
single mechanism was not solely responsible for the results.
First, there was an advantage for threat-relevant stimuli in perception, and participants were faster to first fixate threat-relevant
versus non-threat-relevant targets, suggesting (consistent with
previously literature) that bottom-up processes lead to a search
advantage. However, there was also an advantage for threatrelevant stimuli in behavioral responding—participants were
faster to indicate that discrepant threat-relevant stimuli were present after first fixating them—demonstrating that there is also a
top-down advantage for threatening stimuli in detection tasks
(LoBue, Matthews, Harvey, & Stark, 2014).
Two final studies also present evidence for the role of multiple factors in the detection of emotionally valenced stimuli. In
order to control for the low-level perceptual characteristics of
their target stimuli, Gerritsen, Frischen, Blake, Smilek, and

Eastwood (2008), for example, avoided comparing the detection
of angry to neutral faces by training adults to associate various
neutral faces with positive and negative adjectives (“hostile” vs.
“peaceful”), thereby inducing valence. After the training, participants detected “hostile” faces more quickly than “peaceful”
ones, supporting the role of negative valence in driving rapid
detection. However, after performing a meta-analysis on a series
of their experiments, the researchers found that the effect of negative valence explained only a small portion of the variance in
their studies, suggesting that some other factor (e.g., perceptual)
likely accounted for the majority of the differences in detection.
Likewise, a very recent study examining the detection of snakes
versus frogs also reported that although valence of the snake
stimuli elicited some advantage in detection, perceptual similarity between the target and distracter stimuli accounted for a much
larger proportion of variability in participants’ detection latencies (Gao, LoBue, Harvey, & Irving, 2015). Together, these studies suggest that negative valence and perceptual characteristics
of the target and distracter stimuli can drive the rapid detection of
threat, and might perhaps interact to facilitate visual detection
(Gao et al., 2015; Gerritsen et al., 2008).

Future Research
In summary, multicomponent perspectives for the rapid detection of emotionally valenced stimuli provide a more parsimonious explanation for the varied findings in the literature than
classic dichotomous views. Evidence from empirical data presented here and in other reviews suggests that both low-level
perceptual characteristics and negative or threatening valence
can create an advantage in visual detection. Thus, perspectives
that acknowledge that there are multiple, potentially interacting
factors simultaneously at play in visual detection tasks might
better inform us about how the visual system processes threat
than perspectives that only consider one single factor. However,
to date, empirical work that directly examines multicomponent
perspectives is limited, as previous research has focused on testing the classic dichotomy. Future research that lays out clear
research objectives and allows for the contribution of multiple
interacting factors on the rapid detection of emotionally
valenced stimuli can help move us forward in elucidating the
mechanisms that drive our biases in visual attention.
One of the fundamental problems with existing studies on the
detection of emotionally valenced stimuli is that often researchers are interested in slightly different questions. Thus, one recommendation for future research is for investigators to be very
clear about their research objectives. For example, while some
investigators are interested in whether angry or threatening faces
are detected more quickly than positive or neutral ones, others
are interested in how negative valence or emotional stimuli are
processed more generally. Likewise, while some researchers are
interested in examining whether emotional, angry, or negative
stimuli are processed automatically, others are simply looking
for evidence that some level of automatic processing is involved
in visual detection (but do not discount the possibility that conscious processes are also at play), and others still are simply
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asking whether there is a general advantage for threatening stimuli in detection (and not necessarily an efficient one). It is difficult to compare findings across studies when researchers are not
explicit about their goals and predictions, so in moving forward,
clarity in these areas might help to reconcile potentially contrasting perspectives. Further, clarity in research objectives might
also help prevent criticism among different camps from being
directed inappropriately to researchers asking fundamentally different questions.
Following from this point, besides making recommendations
for careful control of experimental stimuli, specific research
questions should be considered when choosing appropriate
emotional stimuli. As mentioned before, early work on the
detection of emotionally valenced stimuli was based on the
hypothesis that the human visual system evolved to detect threat
very efficiently. Thus, researchers approaching the detection of
threatening stimuli from this perspective are generally interested in studying the presence of an adaptive behavior that
occurs naturally in the real world. In this case, removing all realworld elements of emotional facial expressions renders the
hypothesis moot, as the stimuli should represent faces that occur
naturally in the real world. For these studies, using schematic or
computer-generated facial expressions is not necessarily appropriate, as they strip the study of ecological validity.
In contrast, if a researcher’s goal is to examine the way the
visual system operates, or to examine how the visual system
functions in certain contexts, it is clearly important to control for
all of the low-level perceptual characteristics of target stimuli.
Further, for general questions about the visual system, the issue
of ecological validity in real-world detection of emotional facial
expressions is not as relevant, and using schematic or computergenerated images is appropriate. Similarly, if a researcher’s goal
is to examine automaticity of detection, guidelines for strict
stimulus control such as those listed by D. V. Becker et al. (2011)
and Frischen et al. (2008) should indeed be followed. However,
such guidelines are not as relevant if researchers are not interested in automaticity, or are again interested in how humans
detect emotional facial expressions in the real world.
Another potential pitfall to avoid in future work is circular
arguments that lead to dichotomous debates such as the ones
presented here. For example, evolutionary arguments such as
those that guide the negative valence hypothesis suggest that the
human visual system evolved to quickly detect threatening
stimuli. Others can argue, in contrast, that facial expressions
evolved to take advantage of the fact that certain low-level perceptual characteristics happen to be easy to detect. Others still
can propose that the human visual system evolved to quickly
detect certain low-level perceptual cues for reasons that are
completely unknown, and the fact that an advantage for these
cues makes angry faces easier to detect is purely accidental. As
D. V. Becker et al. (2011) points out, arguments like these border on unfalsifiable, and a visual detection experiment might
never be able to distinguish between them.
In quoting a reviewer, D. V. Becker et al. (2011) say that,
“the literature on visual detection using face stimuli is a morass where
the bold should fear to tread. Instead, the allure of faces, emotion, and
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evolutionary psychology continues to attract researchers like moths to
the proverbial flame.” We could not agree more. (p. 657)

I couldn’t either. Although evolutionary arguments are compelling and worth speculation (I too have been guilty of falling
prey to their allure in much of my earlier work), they often
become problematic when they are used to direct empirical
questions that they cannot answer. One way to avoid these circular arguments is to direct future research toward mechanism.
Indeed, evolutionary arguments can give us a compelling story
about why the visual system might function the way it does, but
they do not tell us how it works. With eye-tracking technologies
becoming more and more available to many labs, future research
can be directed at examining the exact search strategies that
individuals use to detect emotional stimuli, how fixation latencies are affected by different parameters, and how these fixation
patterns change over the course of development.
Another recommendation for future research is to pay careful attention to the distracter stimuli used in visual detection
tasks. Many researchers have repeatedly pointed out that visual
detection is highly sensitive to context, so the distracters play an
important part in driving results (Frischen et al., 2008;
Horstmann, Lipp, & Becker, 2012). Indeed, using threatening
stimuli as distracters slows the detection of nonthreatening targets (Byrne & Eysenck, 1995; Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Fox,
Russo, & Dutton, 2002; Gilboa-Schechtman, Foa, & Amir,
1999; Horstmann, Scharlau, & Ansorge, 2006; Lipp & Waters,
2007). Fenske and Eastwood (2003), for example, presented
participants with three images of schematic faces and on each
successive trial they were told to identify the center image while
ignoring the other two. Participants were slower to detect the
center image when the distracter images were negative faces.
Additional studies have shown that participants are slower to
detect happy faces when angry faces are used as the distracters
(Horstmann, Scharlau, et al., 2006) and slower to detect pictures
of cats or rabbits when snakes and spiders are the distracters
(Forbes, Purkis, & Lipp, 2011; Lipp & Waters, 2007). Thus,
when designing visual detection studies and interpreting the
results of these experiments, researchers should always consider the role of the distracter stimuli in driving their results and
the results of others.
For many of us that are interested in threat detection in realworld contexts, another potentially fruitful area of future
research is to examine the detection of negative or threatening
facial expressions with more realistic stimuli and in more realistic contexts that exist outside of the lab (Frischen et al., 2008).
Perhaps something that is somewhat problematic in terms of
real-world threat detection is that the rapid detection of angry
faces is found most consistently with schematic faces, and
although rapid detection of angry faces has been found using
real-face stimuli as well, the results are less consistent (Calvo &
Marrero, 2009; Öhman, 2009). Thus, future research in realworld contexts is clearly needed. As D. V. Becker et al. (2011)
put it, “of course, in the real world, the visceral reaction is to
more than just a static display of anger: Enraged strangers
growl, they bare teeth, and they approach—all things that do
grab attention,” (p. 658). Indeed, emotions consist of more than
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just facial expressions, and research on the detection of other
signals of emotion, such as emotional movement, is quite limited. One study has found that threatening or angry biological
motion is also detected more quickly than positive or neutral
acts (Chouchourelou, Matsuka, Harber, & Shiffrar, 2006), but it
is the only study to date examining emotional displays of biological movement.

Conclusion
The detection of emotionally valenced stimuli is clearly a topic
that interests a large number of psychologists, as evidenced by
the massive literature and widely disparate theories about why
emotional stimuli might be privileged in visual attention. The
predominant and classic interpretation of many of the findings
in this literature has been that either negative valence drives the
rapid detection of threatening facial expressions, or that lowlevel characteristics of the faces are responsible. Here we propose that in moving forward, researchers should consider a
multicomponent perspective to how and why emotional stimuli
are detected very quickly. A multicomponent perspective opens
the door to considering the interaction of multiple pathways for
rapid detection of emotionally valenced stimuli, and provides a
more parsimonious explanation for a large literature filled with
seemingly disparate results. In the future, careful consideration
of the goals of this research should be made more explicit, and
researchers should strive to include the possibility that there are
multiple pathways that might lead to an advantage for threat in
visual attention.
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